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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STUDY
liShen one stops to examine the literature for the more serious causes
of juvenile delinquency, he soon realizes that he has an extremely
difficult task if he expects to arrive at some concrete explanation of it.
However, this eacploration will, probably, bring him to the realization that
all the causative factors do seem to have one thing in common. "That is
the inability of the child to meet the obligations or temptation of a part¬
icular situation without resorting to violations" of the law.^ When this
happens, the tendency is to send adolescents to training schools where
they are supposed to acqtiire new standards and understanding of their
behavior problems which are acceptable to society in general. What happens
to these children in the training schools? How are they assisted in solving
their emotional and physical problems so that they can return to their
various communities eqiiipped to withstand the deprivations of life without
resorting to former delinquent activities?
In the growing whirl of thinking and writing about causes and factors
which lead to juvenile delinquency, apparently, in a comparative sense,
only a few people seem interested or concerned about the adolescents
who have become victims of this maze of causative influences and
conditions, and have been sent away to training schools. Often quite a
^Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, "WTaat Do We Know About Delin¬
quency?" Survey Midmonthly, LXXX (1944)> 91.
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few of these adolescents have returned to their various communities
where they have made good adjustments. Just as there is a need to know
and understand the causes of juvenile maladjustment for future ameliora¬
tion or improvement in future planning and treatment in the field of
social work, it dose seem, at least, equally important that one should
attempt to become acquainted, if possible, with some of the factors which
ha ve apparently enabled a group of boys to get along in their families,
schools, and communities after having been to a training school.
This thesis might be significant in that forty-three boys who have
been successful in a training school program will be studied. An attempt
will be made to see how their experiences in a contro3J.ed environment
have helped them in solving their problems by contributing to their re¬
orientation or re-education.
The Purpose Of This Study
The purposes of this study are as follows;
1. To analyze the personality of the types of boys who were successfvil
in the Training School program and were discharged.
2. To discover some of the factors involved in the treatment process of
the boys while they were taking part in the program of the school; and,
later, in the community under the supervision of social v/orkers.
3. To determine the relationship of the vocational training received in
the institution to the types of activities followed in the community at
the time of discharge.
The Scope Of This Study
This study will include former delinquent adolescents who were
committed to the New York State Training School for Boys; and, who have
been returned to the couuavinity, and have been subsequently, discharged
because of good adjustment between March 1, 1946 and November 30, 1946.
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Method of Procedure
The methods of procedure used in this study are as follows:
1. Personal interviews with staff members uid social workers of the New
York State Training School for boys,
2. Armalysis of pertinent material in the case records; and,
3. The use of literatvu’e appertaining to the subject.
Organization of the Study
This study was organized with the idea that two other studies would
follow. One of these studies would be concerned with boys discharged for
poor adjustment diiring this same period, and the other would be a
comparative study of the two groups. Because of this, case material on
each boy was coU.ected by the use of a schedule. This informa tion was,
later, coded for identifiaation purposes a nd typed in sections on index
cards. Thus, it is possible to take the appropriate card from each
section and have a fairly complete case record on an individual boy. It
is also possible in this same manner to study any section independently.
Definitions
For the purposes of this study, a delinquent adolescent will be
defined as any boy at least 12 years old and not pass 16 years old
according to the Social Welfare Law of New York
1. who violates any law or any municipal ordinance, or
2. who commits any act which, if committed by an adult would
be a crime not punishable by death or life imprisonment, or
3. who is incorrigible or ungovernable or habitually
disobedient and beyond the control of its parent, guardian,
custodian or other lawful authority, or
4. who is habitually truant, or
5. who, without just cause and without the consent of his
parents, guardian or other custodian, repeatedly deserts his home
or place of abode, or
6. who engages in any occupation which is in violation of law, or
V. who associates with immoral or vicious persons, or
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8. who frequents any place the existence of which is in violation
of law, or
9. who habitually uses obscene or profane language, or who begs
or solicits rItiir or money in public places under any pretense, or
10. who so deports himself as to wilfully injure or endanger
the morals or health of himself or others.^
The phrase-Discharge for Good Adjustment-will mean that treatment
in the Hew York State Training program has enabled the boy to deal
successfully with conflicting situations, in his home or in his community,
in such a manner that his actions will not directly or indirectly cause him
to become involved legally in any difficulty which will lead to his being
2
classified as a parole violator.
^Department of Social Welfare. Social Welfare Law of the State of
New York. Albany: 1946.
2^■Statement by Thomas Milton Veale, Social Worker, ^fter-Care Department
of the New York State Training School for Boys, New York City, N. Y.,
Personal interview, April 24, 1947.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The New York State Training School for Boys is located four miles
east of the Village of Warwick on a site which has been a farm since
colonial days. ”For some years it had been used as a reformatory for
inebriates and dnig addicts and later on as an honor colony of the New
York City Reformatory at New Hampton." During this time, delinquent
boys of the City of New York were cared for at the House uf Refuge, an
institution established for this purpose. In 1930 "a deal was made"
whereby delinquent boys would be sent away from the city to a place
which was later to become a training school. In spite of the fact that
"the first group of boys, six in number, were transferred from the
House of Refuge" on June 9» 1930, the school was not officially estab¬
lished Tontil 1932, On March 30, 1932, the idea was incorporated in
accordance with Chapter 538 of the Laws of New York StateThe Law
reads as follows:
There shall be a state institution for the care and training of
juvenile delinquents, which Institution shall be known as the New
York State Training School for Boys. It shall be under the direct
supervision and control of the department of social welfare.
Until otherwise provided by law, the object and purposes of such
school shall be the care and training of juvenile delinquents properly
conimltted in accordance with existing laws, who have not attained the
age of sixteen years at the time of their commitment.^
Walter R, Monteser. Organization for Treatment at the New York




Construction of new buildings was conunenced in 1930 shortly after
the first group of boys was committed. In the meantime, the boys lived
in the "Manor House" which was built in 1830 on the foundation of a pre-
Revolutionary farm house, which had been destroyed by fire, a nd in a
bunkhouse. By the Spring of 1933, the boys began occupying the first
cottage.^
The number of boys at the school was small at first, but "by July 1,
1932 there were approximately 170 boys at" the school all transferred
from the House of Refuge. It was not until Jxme of 1933 that the first
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boy was committed directly to the institution.
The Setting.—The training school is constructed around the cottage
plan idea on an area of some 740 acres of "rolling land at the foot of
the picturesque Ramapo Mountains, adjacent to Wickham Lake." The fresh
water of the lake is utilized by the boys for swimming or ice skating-
depending on the seasonu Of the 740 acres of land available for the pur¬
poses of the school, approximately 350 acres are cultivated. Because
the institution produces much of its own food, has its own water supply,
power plant, fire department, and sewage disposal plant, the school is
3
regarded as a "self contained community."
The Buildings.—With the exception of the farm group, the buildings
"are of red brick with red tile roofs." They fall in four main groups





The first group consists of sixteen separate sottages, an academic
school building and a vocational building. One of the cottages is used
as a Catholic Chapel, but the remaining fifteen serve as living quarters
for the boys and cottage staff. The boys sleep on the ground floor of
the cottages where facilities are so arranged that 20 can sleep in the
dormitory and 12 in individual rooms. The second floor of each cottage
is divided into two apartments, each consisting of two rooms and bath,
for the cottage staff
There are 12 classrooms in the school building, an industrial arts
shop, a studio of creative arts, a music room, a library, two small
woodwork shops, and offices of the Assistant Superintendent, Director
of Education, Director of Home Life, and the Detail Office. The
I
Gymnasium and Auditorixim are also a part of the school building.
Training in the various trades is offered in the Vocational
Building. In this building is located the carpentry, printing, auto
mechanics, sheet metal, plumbing, and barber shops. The staff dining
room and the Protestant Chapel are also found in this building.
The second group consist of the Administration and ^arantine
Building, The Administration Building is designed in a "U" shape and
in it is found the "Superintendent’s Offide, the Business Office, the
Record Department, the Social Service Department," and examining rooms
and offices of the Medical, Psychological, and Psychiatric staffs. The




The hospital is so organized that it can serve a total of 25 boys
in the ward and individual rooms. There is ample equipment for major
and minor operations, a living room and a dining room for patients, a
2
play room, and a small kitchen for the preparation of special diets.
The Reception Unit is so arranged that 16 boys can be housed in
it. This unit also has a dining room, a play room, a library, a kitchen,
and a t«ro room apartment with a bath. The location of this unit makes it
comparatively easy to reach the boys in Reception and study them very
carefully aid intensively during their period of stay in this unit.
The Quarantine Building, which is the maximum unit of protection
found on the grounds,' is located to the rear of the Administration
Building. It is equipped with single rooms with individual sanitary
fixtures. This building is seldom used and, then, only in cases of
absolute necessity.
The third group is divided into two parts and consists of living
quarters for the executive and administrative staff. The following
buildings make up this group:
(1) The Superintendent’s Home
(2) A four-family staff building with quarters for the Assistant Super¬
intendent, the Stewart, Director of Education, and the Medical staff.
Part two.
(3) The staff building with forty-eight rooms in groups of two which serve
^bid.. pp. 6-7.
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Statement by Arthur L. Brooks, Hospital Attendant, Hew fork State
Training School for Boys, personal interview, April 27, 1947.
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as qxiarters for the teachers and office staff,
(4) The "Manor House" with two apartments for the administrative staff.
The fourth group consists of the school farm and the farm building.
On the farm can be found "a cowbam with two silos, chicken houses,
piggery, brooder houses, horse bam... a greenhouse and a storage
building,"^
General Background Of The Boys Studied
Boys are admitted to the Training School from the boroughs Brooklyn,
Bronx, Manhattan, Richmond, and Queens. Boys are also admitted to the
Training School who live in Orange Comity where the school is located.
There are many more Negro boys admitted to the school than white boys
because there are more Negro juvenile delinquents in New York City than
white. In a study made by the City-Wide Citizen's Committee on Harlem,
it was shown that there are five times as many Negro boys arraigned in the
courts as white boys in proportion to their numbers in the population.
It was also pointed out that many private institutions refuse to treat
Negro delinquents or will treat only a "token number." Thus, many Negro
boys are returned to unfit homes and neighborhoods where they will
eventually become involved in more serious difficulty or be ha ndled
more severly than necessary because of the lack of proper facilities for
their treatment.^ Usually, their difficulties and involvements have
grown to such a point that the boys are sent to the state institution as
soon as they are old enough to be admitted.
Walter R, Monteser, op, cit.. p, 7.
^Olivia P, Frost, An Analysis of the Characteristics of the
PopTilation in Central Harlem (New York, 1946), p. 5.
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During the period March 1^ 1946 to November 30, 1946, there were
381 boys discharged from the Training School program. The various
reasons for these discharges can be found in Table 1, The table shows
that the largest group of boys was discharged to other institutions-
indicating that these boys had some type of difficulty with the law after
leaving the Training School. They were either too old to be returned, or
the nature of their act made it seem that they could be served better in
some other setting. The second group in size entered the Military
Service, Tfhenever it was possible, close contact was kept with these
boys for, the purpose of giving assistance. The third group in size was
composed of the boys who were discharged for good adjustment. This group
will be followed throughout its period of training in the institution
and in the community.
TABLE I
BOYS DISCHARGED FROM THE NE?^ YORK STATE TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR BOYS DURING THE PERIOD OF THE STUDY
Number Per Gent
























Boys have been admitted to the Training School almost weekly since
June of 1930. Admission time of the boys being followed in this study
covers the years 1939 through 1945 as is revealed in Table 2. The table
shows a steady Increase in intake for this group through 1943 after
which there is a rather abrupt tapering off.
TABLE 2
ABMISSION PERIOD FOR BOIS DISCHARGED FROM THE











In Table 3, it is possible to get an idea of the a^es of the beys
at the time of admission by racial groups. The table reveals thg.t Negro
boys in this group came to-the Training School at an earlier age than did
the white boys. It is interesting to note, though, that in the sixteen
year old group five white boys are admitted as compared to two colored
boys.
The delinquent behavior of the boys covered a period of time from
a few weeks to several years. By checking the court appearances in
Table 4> oae cau get an idea of the delinquency period of the boys. From
1939 until 1942, the table Teveals a definite increase in difficulties
which required court involvement. The maximum number of court appearances
occurred in 1942 and, then, a gradual decline is indicated.
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TABLE 3
AGES OF THE BOIS AT THE TIME OF ADMISSION




Totals 43 27 16
13 3 3
14 , 13 8 5
15 20 U 6
16 7 .S-.. .... 5
TABLE 4


















The types of offenses committed by this group is revealed in Table 5,
The table shows that there was more stealing among the Negro boys than
the white boys, but there were more sex offenses among the white boys.
There is one case of rape and one case of sodomy included in the sex




TYPES OF DELINQUENCIES COMilTTED BY THE














and stealing U 1 8 6
Truancy U 8 6






Robbery 6 1 5 1
Sex Delinquency 5 i 2 3
Incorrigible 5 3 2
Armed Robbery 3 1 2
Other 20 6
Health is considered as an extremely important factor in the life of
each boy at the Training School. Each boy is given a thorough physical
examination upon admission and the necessary action is begun immediately
for cases requiring medical help. Twenty-seven of the boys in this group
were found to be in good physical condition. Table 6 reveals the con¬
dition of the sixteen boys in this group who were in need of special meiii-.
cal attention upon admission to the Training School. One half of the
boys in this special attention group were poorly developed and under¬
nourished, while two suffered with gonorrhea, and one with both gonorrhea
and syphilis.
TABLE 6
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE 16 BOYS








Total 25 12 13
Gonorrhea 3 2 1



















hernia 1 1 0
Other 3 0 3
The capacity of an individual boy to modify his behavior through
experience is give n very careful consideration at the Training School
Each boy is given a variety of psychological tests so that his program
can be planned around an area where his capabilities are found and where
he is most likely to succeed. To attain this goal, intelligence is
classified into four main groups at the School, The groups are as
follows: (l) academic or abstract intelligence, (2) mechanical intelligence,
(3) social intelligence, and(4) artistic intelligence.
*Statement by Irving Knapp, Psychiatrist, New York State Training
School for Boys, Orange County, New York, personal interview, April 25,1947
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In the group studied, some idea of the abstract ability of the boys
can be obtained by examining Table 7. The iable reveals that, at least,
ninteen of the boys had the ability to handle academic material or could
handle abstractions.
TABLE 7
THE ABSTHACT INTELLIGENCE OF THE BOYS
AS REVEALED BY PSYGHOLOGICid. TESTS








The significance of the abstract ability of the boys can be
illuminated if one compares the above scores with a scheme indicated toy
Lewis M. Terman. The scheme is as follows:
An IQ of 130 is excelled by 1 child in 100.
An IQ of 110 is excelled by 20 children in 100.
An IQ of 90 is excelled by 80 children in 100.
An IQ of 75 is excelled by 97 children in 100.
An IQ of 70 is excelled by 99 children in 100.*
Mechanical intelligence is thought of as the "ability to understand
and work with machinery." The boy who is a good mechanic has mechanical
intelligence. By examing Table 8, some idea of the mechanical ability of
*Lewis M. Terman, The Measurement of Intelligence (Boston, 1916),
pp. 78-79.
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the boys in this study can be gained. The table shows that six of the
boys had either excellent mechanical ability or excellent potential
mechanical ability. This table contains scores taken from the
Minnesota Paper Form Board Test and the Stenquist Mechanical Aptitude
Test,^ There are fifteen imdertermined scores in this section.
Social intelligence is thought of At the Training School as the
ability to get along with other people. Each boy is assisted in this
area by Home Life, Each boy who does not adjust in his cottage where he
can make an adjustment. Table 9 reveals that twenty-seven of the boys
were successful in their first cottage placement while one boy had to be
moved a total of five times.
^he Minnesota Paper Form Board Test, probably, has some correlation
with innate mechanical intelligence; but it is totally abstract. A boy
can make a hith score on this test, and, yet, not be interested in
mechanics. Here, at the Training School, we are interested in knowledge
of and interested in mechanics.
The Stenquist Mechanical Aptitude Test is good for giving, in most
cases, what a boy actually knows about mechanics. A high score almost
always indicates that the boy has good interest in and good knowledge of
mechanics. Poor scores do not preclude innate mechanical ability just
as occasionally good scores are made by boys who do not possess mechanical
ability. Here, again, it may be a matter of interest.
Statement by John Marchand, Psychologist, New York State Training
School for Boys, Orange County, N. Y., personal interview, April 26, 1947.
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TABLE 8
MECHANICAL ABILITI OR POTENTIAL ABILITI












*Note: Scores on twenty-eight tests were
available, but Information on the type of test
given was available for ninteen. Ten of the boys
had the Minnesota Paper Form Board Test and nine
had the Stenquist Mechanical Aptitude Test.
Artistic intelligence at the Training School is thought of as the
ability to create or appreciate that which is beautiful.^ Psychological
Department has only recently begnn to score the Goodenough Man Drawing
used in this test. Because of this, there are no scores available for
this section.
^Dr. Herbert D. William, "Some Common Misconceptions About Juvenile
Delinquency and Treatment of the Delinquent," Radio Talk, (Jine, 1939)•
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TABLE 9
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT OF TilE BOYS










It seems to be an accepted fact that "there is no single cause of
juvenile delinquency. The foundation of delinquent behavior is generally
laid in early childhood, a highly significant period in the development
of the individual," when he is most plastic and it is comparatively easy
to instill character traits and attitudes which might, later, lead to a
healthy or an unhealthy development for the individual. Factors which
lead to delinquency in one child may not affect another child in the
same family,^
Studies indicate that children who are juvenile delinquents have
failed to find opportvinity from earliest childhood for personal achieve¬
ment, friendship, and happy family life in their own homes, schools,
2
a nd neighborhoods. Broken homes and large families were prevalent among
the group of boys studied. By checking Table 10 one can get some idea of
the sta;^s of the families of the boys. Of the forty-three boys studied,
^Ben Solomon, "Juvenile Delinquency," Youth Leaders Digest, p, 3.
^Ibid.. p. 4.
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only fovirteen lived with their mothers and fathers. The same number
lived with their mothers. It should be noted that ten Negro boys lived
with their mothers as compared to four white boys. There is also an
absence of any boy living with his father and step mother.
TABLE 10






Totals 43 27 16
Mother and father U 6 8
Mother and step father 7 5 2
Mother U 10 4
father 3 1 2
Relatives 2 2
foster parents 2 2 —
Institution 1 1
There was a total of 181 children in the families of the boys







































Eleven of the forty-three families were southern born Negroes. Six
of these families had two children while two had three, two had six, and
one had twelve, fourteen of the families were foreign bom Negroes,
four of these families had one child each while three had two children.
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one had three, two had five, one had six, one had seven, one had eight,
and one had ten. Four of the families had one parent who was a foreign
born white and other a native American white. One of these families
had two children while the other three had four children each. Two of
the families had one parent who was a foreign born Negro and the other
a native born Negro. One of these families had seven children while
the other had eight. Two of the families were native born whites. One
of these families had three children while the other had five. The
parental background of one family could not be determined, however,
the family was Negro and the boy was bom in Connecticut.
The largest number of children were found among foreign bom Negroes
and foreign born whites. The absence of northern bom parents of Negro
boys should be noted.
There seems to be a growing belief among people interested in young
people that there are "no illegitimate children", but "illegitimate
parents". To give credence to this belief is the fact that the term is
rapidly disappearing in current social work literature. Some idea of the
legal status of the boys studied may be gained by examining Table 11.
Here, we see that six boys were bom out of wedlock with five of this
number falling in the Negro group.
Parental casualties of the boys studied are classified into four
groups in Table 12. Broken homes because of the separation of parents
make up the largest group. Of the twelve broken homes because of
separation of the parents, eleven of this number came in Negro homes.
21
TABLE 11




Total 43 27 16
Legitimate 36 21 15
Out of Wedlock 6 5 1
Undetermined 1 1 0
TABLE 12
CLASSIFICATION OF THE STATUS OF THE PAHEMTS









Total 30 22 8
Separated 12 11 1
Divorcea 3 1 2
Father dead 10 7 3
Mother dead 4 3 1
Undetermined 1 0 1
The idea that the best place for a child is with his natural parents,
whenever this is possible, has been an acceptable Social Work philosophy
since the White House Conference of 1909. R. L. Jenkins in an articly
entitled "Facrtors Influencing Wartime Increase in Juvenile Delinquency"
states:
We see anxieties in children deprived of their parents, or who
fear they willbe deprived of their parents. After all, the main
source of sec\xrity for a child is his parents, and we can not expect
him to preserve emotional equilibruin if deprived of them. Further¬
more, he is exposed to temptation and often enough to the influence
6f delinquent companions.
It is the belief of certain skilled observers in England that the
increase in gang activity in adolescents is in great part related to
22
a sense of loss of security in tie home, and a consequent search for
a sense of belongingness ^ other close personal relations with tne
gang supplying this need."^
Yet, in this ^oup of boys, separation of the parents covered a
period of from two to fifteen years as can be seen in Table 13. With the
exception of one white family, where the parents had been separated for
eleven years, the remaining members are Negroes.
TABLE 13















^R. L. Jenkins, "Factors Influencing 7i/artime Increase In Juvenile
Delinquency," The Proceedings. VIII (March, 1944), 29.
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Summary
A study of the background of the boys shows that they come to the
Training School from the boroughs of Brooklyn, Bronx, Manhattan,
Richmond, and Queens. There were 381 boys discharged from the School
during the period of tiiis study with the largest number going to other
institutions and to the Armed Service of the United States, •^brty-three
boys of this group were discharged because of good adjustment.
These boys were admitted to tie Training School from 1939 through
1945 with the Negro boys coming at an earlier age than the white boys.
The delinquency period of the boys ranged from a few weeks to several
years with stealing being the most frequent type of delinquency among
the Negro boys, while truancy, unlawful entry, and stealing were the
most prevalent types of delinquency among the white boys.
Broken homes, large families, and limited intellectual capacity stand
out in the delinquent lives of the boys.
CHAPTER III
TRAILING SCHOOL PROGRAM AND TREATMENT
When various forces in the lives of hoys of New lork City drive
them into delinquency, these boys are, very often, removed from the
community and sent to training schools. In an address entitled "A
Philosophy of a Training School" Dr. Herbert D. Williams states:
A training school is a specialized boarding school established
for the purpose of imderstanding, re-educating, and retraining the
child who is in conflict with accepted standards of social living,
but who is not defective, psychotic, or physically disabled, although
he presents problems of maladjustment so extreme that he needs to
be removed from the community fo^ his own protection, or for the
protection' of persons and property in the community.'^
To attain the goals of re-training and re-educating boys at the New
York State Training School, medical, psychiatric, psychological, education¬
al, and social services are planned to meet the individual needs of the
boys. The typical case situation is that of a boy in conflict with
environmental factors, or is one in which personality conflicts have been
internalized, to some degree, so that the boy is in conflict with
2
himself as well as society.
The Reception Transfer
The working plan for treatment of the boys studied began with the
"admitting" process. Personal interviews served as an important tool in
the early area of "study, diagnosis, and treatment." The interview has
^Herbert D. Williams, "A Philosophy of a Training School," An Address
(January, 1944).




used as a neans to teach s^d to help motivate the boys to bring out
information about the things which had been bothering them. In the inter¬
view situation, the boys were observed by the social workers in an
attempt to arrive at some understanding of their attitudes and feelings.^
The results of all studies conducted during the admission period by
the medical, psychological, and psychiatric departments were compiled
along with recommendations for a program of activites and sent forward
as the boys entered the broad program of the Training School. The
Reception Transfer, therefore, served as a very important instrument in
the beginning of the rehabilitation and treatment process of the boys
in the program. The following two cases are cited to illustrate the
type of study and treatment outlined in tie Reception Transfer:
Case 1
J. was a Negro boy of foreign bom parents. He was 16 years old
when he was admitted to the Training School on 9-22-44- on a complaint
of his mother that he had deserted the home on 8-9-44* This was the
boy's second appearance in court as he appeared first on the 5-29-44
on a charge of assualting a student with the intent to deprive him
of his personal property.
On the Wechsler-Bellevue Psychological examination, he had a
Composite I, Q. of 101, A Verbal I. Q. of 90, and a Performance I. Q,
of 112, On the Minnesota Paper Form Board Test, mediocre capacity
for the acquisition of medical skill was indicated.
During the medical check, he was described as a cooperative friend¬
ly boy with a history of minor childhood diseases, which included
pneumonia, otisis media with Mastiod operation, and tonsillectomjE, He
was restricted from heavy physical labor and fetrenuous exercise. He
was reported to be bAg inches tall and weighed 129 pounds. He was
undernourished as he was 10 pounds below the average weight for his
age and height.
During the Reception period, he was described as sullen and
disturbed, and not interested or enthusiastic about things going on
aroxond him. He admitted being subject to temper tantrums; and, when
^Ibid.. p. 93.
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when in such a state of mind, lost control of himself. His disturbed
condition seemed to have.been due to his home situation. He was born
out of wedlock with the parents separating after his birth. There
been conflicts with the mother who said that he would be on his
own after he was 16 years old. The boy i»as hostile to his mother and
it was felt that he would attempt to project his feelings toward the
cottage mother. An all day assignment in the auto mechanic shop
was recommended. This assignment was given.
Case 22
H, was a 14 year old white boy of foreign bom parents. He was
admitted to the Training School on S-29-40- after having forcibly
entered a home and took jewelry valued at $0.95 in company with his
brother and a companion. This was his first court appearance.
On the $tanford-Benet L Scale, he received an I. Q. of 72. The
psychologist commented that he cooperated willingly and answered
quickly, often without svifficient thought. He was classified as
Borderline type in Intelligence.
On medical check, he was described as an undersized fairly well
developed boy. He was restricted from swimming because of an open
ear drum. He was 56 inches tall and weighed 77 pounds. Although
he was only one pound below the average weight for his age and
height, it was felt that he needed special attention because of his
poor development.
During the Reception period, he was described as a nervous type boy
who bit his finger nails and was domineering and forceful. At times,
he was active and pleasant and seemed to thrive on encouragement and
attention, A program .of one half day school and one half day on the
farm was recommended and he received it.
In the 2 cases cited, the boys* capabilities and their limitations
were pointed out as they left the Reception area. The Boy in Case 1 was
expected to h^ve some diffic;ilty with his cottage mother because of his
home sit\xation (identification). Sympathetic handling was indicated in
this area. The boy in Case 22 was also expected to have some trouble
because of his limited intellectual capacity and his aggressive attitude.
Undernourishment and poor physical development were indicated in both Cass
and required special attention in the treatment process. Rather severe




During the first few months that the boys were at the Training
School, intensive studies of the boys were continues not only in the
Clinic, but in each phase of their activity in the total program. In
order to see how well the tentative programs and plans of treatment were
meeting the needs of the boys. Case Conferences were called. At these
conferences, reports from all departments. Medical, Psychiatric, Social
Service, Educational, and Home Life were given. Table 14 shows that
tvjenty-seven of the boys had Case Conferences approximately two months
after they were admitted to the Training School, while one boy waited
more than five months. The time between admission and Case Conferences
on five boys was not determined.
An analysis of the report from all of the departments at tbs Case
Conferences gave an idea of the various behavior disorders exhibited by
the boys. A grouping of some of these disorders as outlined by Lawson G.

















Dawson G. Lowrey, Psychiatry For Social Wcrkers (New York, 1946)p. 260.
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TABLE 14
LENGTH OF TIME IN THE PROGRAM AT THE TRAINING









Total 43 27 16
2 Months 32 20 12
3 Months 1 — 1
4 Months 2 1 1
5 Months 2 1 1
Over 5 Months 1 1 —
Undetermined 5 4 1
Classification Categories
James S. Plant feels that "there is universal acceptance of the idea
that the individual grows from day to day." He feels that the term "per
sonality" covers a continuous "developing" and"changing phenomenon"which
takes in all of the mental life of an individual at a given moment."^
Because of this belief, it does seem that some value can be derived from
studying these constant changes in parge groups of individuals. In fact,
it seems imperative that some type of classification system be established
in order to follow, in a limited way, the effects of these constant changes
on large numbers of children.
Gordon Hamilton feels that classification seems to be a process which
occurs constantly in everyday intercourse. "Everyone who thinks at all
must classify in one way or another." Orderly thinking is an essential
^James S. Plant, Personality and the Cultural Pattern (New lork,
1937), p. 71.
9
Gordon Hamilton, op. cit.« p. 147*
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part of the diagnostic process as it is the key to meaning.1
So that treatment bight be conducted throughout the entire program
of the Training School, a system of grouping boys who exhibit certain
common problems and needs into categories has been developed* A brief
description of these categories follows:
The Situational Category: This group consist of boys who have fovuad
themselves in a situation where they cannot adjust in a socially
acceptable manner. The boys in this group are thought to be essentially d
normal even though they may have committed: very serious delinquent acts.
Their delinquency period is af short duration and has its onset, usually
at the beginning of the adolescent period. Very eften, the sovirce of the
difficilLty cfin be fo\md in the school or the home and a manipulative type
of environmental treatment Is necessary. Prognosis for these boys is
good ard the After-Care Department is usually responsible for tihelr
treatment.
The Personality Category: This group consist of boys who have had
unfortunate and emotionally crippling experiences in the family, and have
developed deep-seated emotional problems as a result of their experience.
Intensive psychiatric service in the Clinic was indicated for these boys
to assist them in working through their conflicts.
The Pseudo^ocial Category: This group is composed of tie gang boys,
Lt, Hewitt and Dr. Jenkins say the following about this type of boys:
The loyal member of a delinquent gang, the good comrade of a
delinquent subculture, has usually experienced a more or less adeqrate
child-parent relationship in early childhood but through a deficiency
^Gordon Hamilton, op. cit., p. 147.
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of interests, supervision, or control on the part of his parents in
late childhood and adolescence, has essentially lost effective
emotional rapport with the adult world and lives almost exclusively
from a social point of view, with his small delinquent group, T^e
gang member typically comes from a family with several children.
It is felt "that these boys have an essentially good quality in their
loyality to the gang, but it must be re-directed into socially acceptable
channels. Usually, a good work supervisor, shop instructor, or teacher
is successful in having these boys identify with them.
The A-Social Category: This group consists of the boys who do not
appear to possess the capacity for deep attachments or loyalities, Edwin
H. Sutherland feels that these boys have psychopathic personalities and
that they are egocentric, inadequate or vagabounds. He continues by
pointing out that;
The egocentric...has a general tendency to self-reference, and
a lack of social feeling. He is characterized by defiance, refusal
to submit to authority, and ^gressive attitudes of superiority. The
inadequate reacts by displaying dependence, helplessness, and often
by sulking. The vagabond resorts to flight.,..,
Lawson G, Lowrey refers to this group as being morally insane or moral
imbecils. He feels that there axe no intellectual defects or impairment,
but ti at the "moral senses" are preverted or depraved. These boys are the
most difficult to treet.^
The Medical Group: This group consist of boys whose emotional
problems are agitated by some physical defect. The Medical Department
takes the treatment responsibility of this group.
The categories of the boys studied are revealed in Table 15, The
^Lester Eugene Hewitt and Richard L. Jenkins, Fundamental Patterns of
Maladjustment The Dynamics of Their Origin. (Illinois, 194^), p. 8,
%dwin H, Sutherland, Principles of Criminelogy (Chicago, 1934),p.100.
•^Lawson G. Lowrey, op, clt.. pp, 240-41
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table shows that eighteen of the boys had. the types of problems which
caused them to be placed in the Personality Category while only two were
placed in the A-Social Category, mild type, “^here were no boys class¬
ified in the Medical category, and one boy was unclassified. The table
shows that nine of the boys could not be assigned to a definite category
without indicating features of the other groups.
TABLE 15









Total 43 27 16
Personality 18 9 9
Situational 9 8 1
Pseudo-Social 4 2 2
A-Social, mild type 2 2
Medical - - -
Personality with:
A-^ocial aspects 1 1
Medical features 1 1
Mild^ Pseudo-Social,
and Situational 1 1
Situational with:
Medical features 1 1
Personality features 4 4
A-^ocial trends 1 — 1
Unclassified 1 1
A better understanding of the practice of grouping personality types
can be gained by an analysis of the problems presented by each category.
Some Indications of the types of treatment given the boys will be
indicated and case material will be cited for illustrative purposes.
With the exception of four, the boys listed in the Personality
Category were functioning in the average group as far as abstract
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intelligence was concerned. The emotional problems of the boys were
centered around conflicts in the home. They reacted to a feeling of
rejection coming from their parents (particularly their mothers) by
being aggressive, hostile, anxious, confused, and ambivalent. Desertion
of the homes were common in this group and the boys usually found it diff¬
icult to form relationships with adults. Truancy, assault, and school
retardation were also common problems found in this group of boys.
Intensive treatment by the psychiatric department was made available
to these boys because of their high abstract intelligence and the deep-
seated nature of their problems. Every effort was made to assist them
through vocational training. This was done so that they could become
independent of their families where they had been rejected and had had
experienced emotional deprivation if the condition (the rejecting attitude)
could not be corrected. Treatment in the broad program of the Training
School was designed to provide the boys with constructive emotional
support through satisfying experiences.
Case 20
K. was a 13^ year old Negro boy of southern born parents. He was
admitted to the Training School after a series of aggressive acts
covering a period of three years. The first court appearance in 1937
grew out of a charge that he was stealing money from his mother and
deserting the home. In 1938, he was again in Court charged with
stealing money from home, desertion, truancy, and keeping late hours.
There were two court appearances in 1940 which grew out of the same
pattern of behavior as the last and lad to his commitment to the
Training School.
On medical check, it was found that his health was good. The
history and physical examination were essentially negative.
K. was loud and talkative but seemed quite mature and said
that his parents did not show kindness toward him as they did the
other children. He admitted stealing from home, but excused this by
saying that his parents left the money lying around carelessly.
Psychological tests showed hi®;to possess low average abstract
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intelligence. He was retarded four grades in school.
K, was greatly worried about his place in the family group, but
felt that he could not face his father. Treatment in the Clinic
assisted him in understanding his confused feelings. By the seventh
month, he was able to' visit in his home. He was anxious about
approaching his father, but continued to receive re-assurance and
guicance in the Clinic.
K. continued to verbalize his ambivalent feelings toward his
father and seemed to have been continually seeking for interpretations
as to the meaning of his behavior. As he developed a feeling of sectir-
ity and acceptance in the Clinic, be was sure that he would be able
to get along with his father.
Ater a series of weekly visits in the home, the boy as well as
the father felt that they could make a satisfactory adjustment in
the family group and there were no more reports of his stealing.
In as much as Case 1 falls in this group, it might be of interest to
check this case at this point in the training.
Case 1
J. was assigned to three different cottages before he coiild make
even a superficial adjustment. In the Clinic, he talked about his
difficulties with his mother saying that from the time he could do
things for himself until he was twelve years old, he never obeyed
his mother. If she told him not to touch a thing, this meant that
he had to do it so that he could find out about it. The mother
never wanted him to stop work not even on Sundays.
Because he was so confused and continued to have difficiilty, the
Psychiatrist was asked to assist with his treatment. He talked
freely with the psychiatrist pointing out that his stay at tbe Training
School gave him an opportunity to clear his thinking in his mind about
his mother. J. accepted the interpretation that his aggressive
behavior with boys was a gang tactic in an attempt to solve his
problems in the home.
As he resolved some of his conflicts in the Clinic, week-end
visits for treatment purposes were permitted. After three visits,
he felt that he coiild get along with his mother, but pointed out
that she was still a nervous person and that he was nervous also.
After the third visit, he verbalized regrets for his past conduct,
but could not explain why he did not obey his mother when he was
home,
J, continued to make a poor adjustment; and, because he was
causing disturbance among the boys by making a poor adjustment in the
group situation, he was recommended for parole after being in the
program for ten months.
The boys in the Situational Category had broken homes with the
exception of two. In spite of this, there were few conflicts in their
home situation. The fact that most of their delinquencies centered
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around stealing may reflect the general economic deprivation in the home
setting due to the absence of a parent* Two of the boys had difficulty
in school and two needed sex instruction.
These boys experienced little difficulty in the program at the
Training School^ but, occasionally, they needed some treatment in the
Clinic to assist them with particular problems.
Case 8
R. was a 16 year old Negro boy of foreign bom parents. His
parents were married, but his father had been in the hospital for
the past three years. He was admitted to the Training School on
1-29-42 after two court appearances. He was charged with stealing
twenty-one cartons of cigarettes on 12-1-41, and for assault of an
usher in company with another boy on 1-2-42.
On medical check, his health was described as good, but his
physical examination showed a history of pneumonia. He was 68^
inches tall and was 10 pounds above the average weight for his
age and height.
Psychological tests indicated that he possessed high average
abstract intelligence. The psychologist commented that he was a
qviiet, well behaved boy who gave fairly good cooperation during the
testing session.
R. was described as a reserved boy who showed no signs of
tension or anxiety. The feeling that he had good insight seemed to
have been substantiated by his assertion that he got into difficulty
because of his own stupidity. His trouble was seen as due to the
financial Insecurity of the home because of the illness of the
father. Vocational training in auto mechanics was given him so
that he could find employment gnd assist economically in the home.
Treatment in the clinic was planned to assist the boy in
finding personeil satisfactions from constructive activities. In
the interview situation, he indicated that his father’s illness
meant a great deal to him and that he was interested in the family
finance. He did not blame his friends for his difficulties, but
accepted his personal responsibility for them. R. was confident
that if he covild develop his trade interest, he would gain status
and satisfaction in the home with his mother. He was very successful
in the community after finding work.
The boys in the Pseudo-Social Category had questionable standards
in their homes. There were three brothers in one family who had been in
some type of difficulty involving court appearances. Culture conflicts
were evident as two of the boys had parents who were foreign bom and
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the third boy» parents had migrated from the south. Their bi-lingual
background served to handicap the boys in school causing retardation a nd
personal conflicts. One of the boys was small in physical statue and
his delinquent activity seems to have been compensatory while language
difficulties seemed to have motivated delinquent activities as a means of
recognition. The third boy was weak and insecure and seemed to have
accepted the standards of the gang for protection.
Treatment at the Training School aimed to assist the boys in
developing a sense of security and a feeling of acceptance by removing
the vmdue pressure of the community. They were given assistance with their
school problems and vocational training. This type of treatment seemed to
have permitted them to acquire emotional satisfaction through achievements.
Clinical contacts assisted them in arriving at some understanding of their
individual problems which helped them in their efforts to re-direct their
loyalitles.
Case 2
T. was a 15 year old white boy of foreign bora parents. He was
admitted to the Training school on 2-19-43 after three court
appearances for aggressive behavior which included neighborhood
diffiovilties, stealing and truanting from school, and assualt and
stealing. He engaged in delinquent activities with his gang which
included his two older brothers.
On medical check, his health was found to be good and his history
and physical examination were negative. He was three pounds above
the average weight for his age and height.
Psychological test showed him to possess average abstract
intelligence with poor medhanical ability. He was retarded almost
fovir grades in school.
In the Clinic, T. seemed to be quite insecure and cried a great
deal whenever he tried to talk about any thing of a personal nature.
He said that he stole for the pleasure which he derived from this
activity and that he did not feel guilty about his conduct. He
projected the blame for his conduct upon his brothers saying that
they were older and that he followed them.
So that T. could be re-orientated and re-educated in acceptable
social standards, a program of one half day in school and one halfi
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day on the farm was given him. The farm assignment was later changed
to one holf day in the Print Shop.
Treatment in the Clinic was given so that he could relieve his
tensions by verbalizing his thinking and feelings about things. He
continued to cry a great deal during his early visits to the Clinic
saying that he missed his older brother. He pointed out that the
pa ttern of his delinquent behavior started whe n he was five yesxs
old when he began stealing from Five and Ten Cent Stores. Gradually,
he began to develop a feeling of security and mderstanding of his
behavior problems, and bjr the time he was assigned to the Print Shop
in May of 1943, he was able to discess his problems freely. His
adjustment in his vocational assignment was excellent and he began
to request his release so that he could get employment in the trade
which he had learned. This request was granted and he did very well
in the community.
There were two boys in the A- Social Category, mild type. One of tie
boys had two involvements because of sexual advancements with girls. The
second time, he was charged with rape. The other boy was charged with
deliberate planning and scheming in the forgery of a government check. In
spite of the fact that one of the boys lived with his mother and father,
the home situation was described as extremely poor. The mother did not
hesitate to use the boy to engage in antisocial activity with her (stealing).
The fact that the boy did not seem to possess the warmth and feeling of
a normsG. boy might have been due to the fact that his parents had been
separated since he was a baby and he served as a "pawn" t»tween them.
Treatment was planned to assist the boys in developing independence
so that they could think and plan for themselved. It was hoped that
these boys could gain the necessary security so that they could be moved
away from the tiirmoil of their poor family situation.
Case 19
H. was a 15 year old Negro boy who was bom ojit of wedlock. He was
admitted to the Training School on the 11-26-43 after having planned
and cashed a government check. He was also charged with registering
under the name of the man from whom he had stolen the check.
Medical check showed him to be a well developed boy with good
musculature. He was infected with gonoirhea and syphilis. Treatment
was given immediately in the hospital.
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Psychologically tests showed him to be functioning in the du3J.
normal group as far as abstract intelligence was concerned. He was
retarded seven years in the school area.
Treatment was designed to prepare him for placement; and,
vocational training in the sheet metal shop aimed not to give him
personal satisfaction in accomplishing something constructive, but
also to assist him in making a livelihood when he left the Training
School. When he found that he could not adjust in the shop, his
work was changed to the Heavy Labor Group.
In the Clinic, he denied the forgery during the first part of
his treatment; but, after two months he was able to admit it saying
that this was his first thief. Very often, he spoke about his
confused family situation where his father visited his mother
every day saying that he did not believe that they were divorced.
After his assignment was changed to the work group, he did very
well as he had trouble only one time in the cotta^. He was especially
happy that his parents had decided to live together and make a home
for him. He developed confidence in himself and verbalized assurance
that he would be eligible for parole at his Case Review.
A boy is not committed to the Training School for a specified period
of time. The Case Conference and the Case Review Committees meet
periodically for the purpose of checking and evaluating the programs of
the boys and their progress. Tliis is done by examlng reports from all
departments which come in contact with the boys from day to day. The
members of the committees with the approval of the superintendent decide
when boys have been successful in working through their problems or
when the conditions in their homes or their communities were favorable
enough for their return.^
The approximate time that the boys in the program at the Training
School is shown in Table 16.











Total 43 27 16
2—5 4 2 2
6—9 7 5 2
10-13 16 9 7
14-17 5 4 1
18-21 4 2 2
22-25 1 1 —
26-29 |3 3 —
30-33 '2 1 1
24-37 1 - 1
The table shows that approximately eight months after the boys
entered the Training School, twenty seven had been made eligible for
parole. The fact that eleven of this group was white seems to indicate
that these boys were more successful in solving their problems or their
home conditions v/ere favorable or there were more facilities for them.
Nine of the boys were released after about eighteen months in the
program, and five remained for from twenty-two to thirty-four months
before they were successful in getting back to the community. The
average boy spent about thirteen months at the school with the shortest
period covering two months and the longest thirty-four months.
SUMMARY
Services were planned for each boy in the medical, psychiatric,
psychological, and social areas at the Training School. The working plans
for treatment were set forth in the Reception Transfers. The transf«rs
were, then, considered as the beginning of the rehabilitation process.
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Intensive studies of the patterns of behavior exhibited by each
boy were conducted for the first few aonths after the boys had been
admitted to the Training School. The progress made by the boys were
evaluated at the Case Conferences on the basis of reports submitted by
the various departments. Changes in programs were made in the cases
where it was necessary.
Five classification categories were established for treatment purposes
so that each department could be responsible for a certain group of boys.
It was not possible to place all of the boys in a specific category
without indicating features of other groups; therefore, ten boys were
placed in the most appropriate group and other features were Indicated.
Boys were permitted to retxxrn to the community when they had been
successful in working through their problems in the Training School, and,
when tie conditions in their homes and their communities were favorable
enough for their return
CHAPTER IV
PAROLE FROM THE TRAIHIHG SCHOOL
In the laws governing the admittance of boys to the Training
School, there is not an arbitrary rule which states that a boy must
remain in the program for a stated period of time.^ Parole at the
Training School is considered as an act of releasing a boy to his
community on the condition of maintaining good behavior until final
discharge is granted. The forty-three boys went to their homes under
this condition, and were under the supervision of social workers in the
After-Care Department of the school. They understood that they could be
returned if their behavior warranted it, and that the maximiam period of
2
their stay in the program was their majority.
This method of sending boys into the community had been used since
the beginning of the school and is a carry-over of the system used at
the House of Refuge. In spite of the close supervision given by the
After-Care Department, many failures were experienced in the total
program of the school as can be seen in Table.1 of this study. Still,
there seemed to have been some possibility in this approach. Manual C,
Elmer said the following about the prediction of human behavior:
Much skepticism exists regarding the possibility of predicting
human behavior. Human beings are usually characterized as highly
variable and endowed with a mysterious "free will." Such a charac¬
terization assumes the impossibility of predicting hiunan behavior
under any given circumstance. Yet in the face of such objedtions,
^Ibid.
^Edwin H. Sutherland, od. cit.. p. 497; Ibid.. p. 480/
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studies have been made vfhich indicate that predictability of human
behavior is not only possible, but also feasible.
Through the parole policy, the boys were given the opportunity to ■ ^
continue working out a socially acceptable solution ox their problems.
This step might be considered as a test of the effect of the re-training
and re-orientation which has been made available to them in the controlled
environment.
To Whom Paroled
A majority of the boys were released to one or both of their
parents. Table 17 reveals that twelve of the boys went to live with
their mothers and fathers, with seven of these boys being white. The
table shows also that Negro mothers received fifteen boys, while seven
white boys went to live with theirs. Relatives seem to have played a
more important part in providing homes for Negroe boys as there are no
white boys listed in this group. The place of abode for one Negro boy
could not be determined. It might also be noted that one boy was placed
in a boarding home. This type of treatment is made available to boys who
cannot return to their homes because of the death of their parents or for
any other reason.
Manual C, Elmer, Social Research (New fork, 1939)» P« 260
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TABLE 17







Total 43 27 16
Mother and ■'^ather 12 5 7
Mother 22 15 7
Father 4 2 2
Sister 1 1 —
Aunt 1 1 —
Maternal great aunt 1 1 -
Boarding Home 1 1 —
Undetermined 1 1
Problems And Treatment Diiring Parole
While the boys were in the controlled environment of the Training
School, social workers in the After-Care Department were busy with the
rehabilitation process in their homes. This whole process moved along
at the same time so that the homes and the commiinities would not only
be ready to Bceive the boys, but would take an active part in the treat¬
ment process until the boys were ready for discharge from the program.^
This phase of the program seemed to have been based on the belief
that almost every boy needs some kind of guidance as a bridge between
the experience at the Training School and life in the community. The
difficulties faced by the boys while they were on parole were recorded
so that it was possible to trace their adjustment imder changing
^E. M. Dill, "Delinquency on the March," The Proceedings. VIII
(May, 1944), 1-11.
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economic and social circiimstances and their relationship with members of
their families. This permitted the social workers to follow these boys
rather closely and give assistance in whatever area it was needed.
The boys faced many problems on parole. According to E. M, Dill,
this should be expected. He states;
,..That one should expect this particular group of problem
children to modify their behavior instantly or permanently upon
being subjected to treatment of any kind is hardly in line v/ith
common sense...delinquency once embarked upon is often difficult to
check,^
The problems experienced by the boys centered around difficulties in
the home, on the job, and with the police. Table 18 reveaJLs that 29
of the boys definitely had rather serious problems after they left the
Training School, It should be noted that all cases with the exception of
one involving the police, difficiilties with employment, and a combination
of trouble with employment and with the members of their families were
Negro boys,
TABLE 18





Total 43 27 16
No trouble U 7 7
Trouble with family 11 5 6




Family and police 2 1 1
Empolyment and family 5 5 —
Police and empolyment 1 — 1
^Ibid.
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In order to exemplify the type of treatment given the boys while
they were on parole, case material will be presented for illustrative
purposes.
Case 17
T, was a 14^ year old white boy of foreign bom parents. He was
the youngest of 10 children^, and his mother had been dead for 12^
years. He lived with his father at the time he was admitted to the
Training ■School on 9—14-42.
T. had two court appearances before he was admitted to the
Training School. His first court appearance was brought by his father
because he covild not manage himj and, when he violated probation by
truanting from school, he was committed to the school.
Psychological tests revealed poor abstract intelligence showing
him to be functioning in the feebleminded levels.
Medical check showed that he was well nourished and his history
and physical examinations v/ere negative. T. was found to be 8
poiands above the average weight for his age and height.
In the Clinic, he was seen as a deeply disturbed boy emotionally
with an uncontrollable temper. He seemed to be suffering from a
compulsive psychoneurosis which made him do and say many repetious
things. Because of his limited intelligence and disturbed condition,
the Case Conflerence Committee felt that he should be returned to
the court for placement in a feebleminded institution. The court
did not accept him and the boy was greatly upset because he did j^ot
understand what was happening.
A treatment program was then designed to assist him in overcoming
the emotional deprivation which he had aperienced since early childhood.
He was assigned simple tasks from which he could gain satisfaction
through a feeling of real accomplishment. He was given a half day
school program and a half day work assignment in the Occupa tional
Therapy Shop. In the interview situation, assistance was given him
in understanding his confused emotions and soon he seemed to indicate
that he was gaining insight into his problems. In an interview on
9-11-42, he promised the worker that when he was paroled from the
Training School that he would never get in difficulty again because
he had sworn on a stack of Bibles that he would be good. This
promise, he seemed to have kept.
T. was made eligible for parole after 11^ months at the school
in spite of the fact that he was seen as a withdrawn boy who day
dreamed a great deal. In describing his behavior, he said that he
would just sit and think about nothing.
T. was carried on an intensive basis by the social worker while
on parole. He was seen almost every week whej-e support was given
him and a very close identification was achieved. It was felt that
this would be beneficial because the boy was weak and insecure.
At school, T. was placed in a special class where he did very
well. As he grew older, he attempted to assist the other boys in
staying out of trouble. He worked after school and contributed to
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his family.
As he grew more secure, the worker began to assist him in breaking
the close identification which had been formed. As T, gained insight
into his problems, it was noted that he sought the helpof the social
worker less frequently and began to inqviire about his release from
the Training School After-Care program.
The type of supportive relationship, the close identification, and his
developing sense of maturity seems to be illustrated by the following
incident:
On 3“8-44> the boy was in to see his social worker and seemed defi¬
ant, He had been ill for a few days; and, when he retxumed to school,
he felt that the Attendance Officer had been discourteous to him by
calling him a truant and threatening to take him to court, T, felt
that a man in his position should not act in this.manner because he
had no right to say those things to him, T, seemed relieved when the
social worker called the Attendance Officer and asked for an
explanation in his presence, T, was successful in graduating from public
school and entered high school,
Tflihen he finally stopped school, he worked regularly and had a
responsible attitude to his family as exhibited by his financial
contributions. When he needed help with his problems he voluntarily
sought it, but this was not very often because he had been successful
in gaining the necessary security to solve most of his conflicts by
his own efforts.
In many instances, social workers from the After-Care Department
assisted the boys' parents with diffic\ilt problems. The following case
is given to illustrate this type of service;
Case 23
A, was a 15^ year old Negro boy. His parents had been separated
for fdvirteen years, and the father had been dead for five years. He
was the oldest of five children, having three half sisters and a half
brother. Because he did not find it possible to accept his step
father, he had lived in a foster home for the past nine years,
A, was admitted to the Training School alter his first court
appearance for deserting the foster home.
Psychological tests revealed poor abstract intelligence; besides
he was reported to be functioning on the Borderline deficiency level.
On medical check, he was described as a tall, skinny boy who
was 3 pounds underweight. There was a history of rather severe
sore throats which had ceased with tonsillectomy two years prior to
his admission to the Training School,
In the Clinic, he was seen as a dull and disturbea boy who was
pleasant and polite on the surface. He had a temper at times, but
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would do any task asked of him. At the Case Conference, it was felt
that the boy was confused and had reacted to a numbed of experiences
of rejection ty minor delinquencies. He was seen more as a neglected
boy than a delinquent. His narcissistic tendencies as expressed by
his exaggerated interest in nice clothes seemed to have come from
the rejection by his mother and several foster parents. It was felt
that he should be built up emotionally by assisting him in forming
satisfying relationships with adults. So that he could develop a
feeling of security with advilts and prepare himself for independent
living in the commimity, he was given an all day assignment in the
Related food Trades. He was placed in the Situational Category.
There were reports that he was loud and given to arguments, but
the Case Review Committee made him eligible for parole on his l6th
birthday after 7 months in the program because he had done well and
seemed to have gained a better feeling of security.
A. was paroled on 1-14-45 abd went to live with his mother and
step father as the social worker had arranged this for him. He went
to work Immediately, but his need for clothes kept him from contrib¬
uting to the family.
The social worker and the mother expected friction with the step
■father. Ihen this break came about the end of February because of
arguments between, the worker and the mother arranged for the boy to
sleep out of tlie home with a friend. Because of this arrangement, the
boy could use his earnings to purchase clothes as he needed them and
could contribute to the family. This also removed him from the pressure
of the home situation.
When difficulties with the step father continued, the mother
considered breaking up the home. In discussing thia situation with
the social worker, the mother was concerned because the step father
had threatened to take the children if sho moved. The worker
explained the mother’s rights to her and advised that if she should
break her home, .and the father should institute court proceedings for
the custody of the children, tha-t. she contact immediately the Legal
Aid Society for assistance.
Fortunately, for this family the mother was able to work through
her difficulties with the step father. The boy continued to work and
severed his relationships with his aggressive companions and finally
entered the Military Service for a four year period.
It is not always possible to form successful treatment relationships
with all of the boys and their families. This seemed to be especially
ti*ue in the cases where the boys loyalities rested with the gangs. Very
often, it seems that the adjust|^©at of these boys is superficial. This
group of boys thought of as the conformers, or the boys who function in
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the twilight zone between the boys who make
boys who become involved in difficulties to
classified as parole violators.
The follovang case seems to illustrate
type of boy-Psuedo-Social;
good adjustments and the
the extent that they can be
the adjustment made by this
Case 27
H. was a 15 year old Negro boy whose parents migrated from the
south. His father and mother had been separated for a number of years
and he lived with his mother and step father when he was admitted to
the Training School.
H. had a total of five court appearances. He appeared twice in
1937 for truanting from school and staying away from home over night.
On his second appearance, he was placed in an institution for a year.
There were two other appearances in 1941> when he was charged
with breaking into an apartment with three other boys on 1-13-43,
he was committed to the Training School.
Psychological tests showed him to possess inferior abstract
intelligence as he functioned in the Dull Normal level.
On medical check, he was fotuad to be fairly well nourished with
good musculature and posture. He was three pounds underweight for
his age and height.
In the Clinic, he was described as aggressive and forceful
toward smaller boys. He seemed to be proud of his gang activities
and was inclined to brag about them. He was confident and cheerful
in the interview situation and seemed to accept his commitment by
explaining that he felt at home because so many of his friends were
at the school from the city.
The Case Conference Committee sav/ him as a boy who had given
little trouble, had fair understanding, and was a willing worker.
He was not seen as seriously disturbed, but a boy who had acquired
delinquent standards through associations with gang members where
he seemed to have found a feeling of acceptance and security after
his family had rejected him by the institutional placement. Because
he was forced to seek status outside of the home, it seemed that
he was forced to develop a pugnacious aggressive approach because
of his small statue.
A program of a half day school and a half day on the Day
Cleening Group aimed to re-direct his loyalities a-nd to help him
achieve satisfaction from constructive interest and activities. It
was expected that his re-training would take a long period.
He was made eligible for parole at his third Case Review
approximately seventeen months after he entered the Training
School. He had persistent difficulty in the cottage area and was
moved three times. It was still felt that he was a leader in gang
activities when he left the school.
H, was released to his mother who experienced immediate
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difficulty in her effort to get him to work. In spite of the fact
that the mother continued to put pressure on him by having him leawe
the house with her each morning, he would not work.
On l-2d-46, he was arrested and held in fail vuatil 5-7-46 because
he was with a friend who killed another boy. Because of insufficient
evidence, the case against him was dismissed.
H. made many promises to the social worker which he never kept
which seemed to indicate that the relationship was on a superficial
level. There appeared to have been some change in his attitude
tovifard stealing and some realization of the fact that the contin-
ixation of his gang affiliations would prove detrimental to his gen¬
eral welfare. He continually expressed a desire to be on his own
and be responsible for his own actions. He was discharged from
the program.
So that it might be possible to follow the progress made by one
boy who was classified in the Personality Category, Case 1 will be
followed through the parole period.
Case 1
J. was paroled to his mother on 7-23-45 by the Committee because
of his disorganizing Influence on the other boys at the school. He
sought and found employment immediately and assumed the role as the
head of the family, thereby, stopping his mother from receiving
supplementary assistance from the Department of Welfare.
When his employer was forced to ciirtail his staff because of
cancelled contracts, he sought his social worker and discussed
enlistment in the Army. He was assisted in making the necessary
arrangements and given conselloring service whenever he had problems.
J. felt that he could give his mother economic security in the
Army by making an allotment to her. He entered the service; and,
after making a good adjustment for three months, he was discharged.
This boy seemed to have indicated by his continued effort to acqxxire
a mature pattern of behavior for himself and by his willingness to
accept responsibility tha t treatment in the Training School program
had assisted him in developing the necessary assurance to work ©ut
his own problems. Because of this, he Tiras discharged.
The social workers in the After-Care Department gave the forty-
three boys assistance with their problems over a period of time from
thirteen months to fifty-eight months. Table 19 shov/s that seven boys
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were discharged after they were on parole for approximately eighteen
months while one boy was on parole for more than fifty-six months.
Generally, the white boys were more successful in their adjustment
diu*ing this period and were discharged earlier.
TABLE 19
NUMBER OF BOSS B1 NUMBER OF MONTHS







Total 43 27 16
13-18 7 4 3
19-25 9 6 3
26-31 16 10 6
32-37 3 2 1
38-43 2 - 2
44-49 2 1 1
‘50-55 3 3 —
56-61 1 1 —
Summary
Boys were paroled to the community under the supervision of the
After-Care Department. The boys left the school with the understanding
that they could be returned if their behavior warranted itj and, that the
maximum period of their stay in the program was their majority.
A majority of the boys were released to one or both parents. The
mothers seemed to be the Important parent as twenty-tw'o of the boys went
to live with them.
Twenty-nine of the boys had some type of difficjilty while on parole.
There were difficulties with the police, trouble in the family or with
employment. The social workers in the After-Care Department gave the
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boys assistance with their problems.
CHAPTER V
VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND EIiiPLOYMENT IN THE COMMUNITY
In spite of the fact that vocational training is offered at the
school, there is the realization that the period of boys* stay at the
Training School will not permit their learning a trade to the point where
they can get a livelihood from it. Occasionally, this does happen and
should be looked upon as the exception rather than the goal of the
training. Vocational training at the school is designed to permit the
boys to receive certain satisfactions from a feeling of accomplisment
in an area rather than preparation for life's pursuit. The personal
relationships which the boys have with their supervisors is the important
thing in this type of training. On the assignments, the boys work in
small groups where they get training in work discipline and trade tech¬
niques. Thus, they become familiarized with materials used in various
trades. Many times these tasks serve as emotional interludes. The boys
receive highly individualized care and can develop a sense of power
a nd achievement,^
The point stressed in the vocational training is the indulcation
of the correct patterns of work discipline so that the boys might be
successfully employed in the community. The whole matter of vocational
training at the school should be looked upon as a testing process or an
exploratory experience where hy the boys are acquainted with certain
areas of work.
So that one might get some idea of the vocational activities of the
forty-three boys the available information in area has been assembled.
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An analysis of the vocational activities followed by the boys
while they were taJcing part in the program at the Training School shows
that they received training in auto mechanics, farming, plumbing, print¬
ing, shoe repairing, carpentry, tailoring, sheet metal, tonsorial services,
laundry services, and heavy labor duty. This does not mean that any one
boy spent his entire training period in any one trade. Most of the boys
worked in more than one activity while they were in the controlled
environment.
The vocational assignments are made after careful study of the
capabilities and interests of the boys. It is not always possible to
place the boys in the assignments which have been outlined for them
because of limitations as to space and available instructors. Whenever
it is possible, each boy is placed so that he can derive the greatest
satisfaction from his work and where he is most likely to be successful.
Of the forty-three boys studied, ninteen received the assignments
planned for them. This group included eight white boys and eleven
Negro boys. Foiorteen of the boys received programs which might be
classified as compromises. This means that a half of their time was
spent in some other endeavor. There were five white boys in this group
and nine Negro boys. Ten of the boys received programs which were not
related to the recommendations sent forward by the two departments. Two
of these boys were white while eight were Negroes,
In the community, only three boys received employment which seemed to
have been definitely related to the types of vocational training received
while they were at the school. All the boys in this group were Negroes.
Six of the boys worked at various times during their period on parole
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in the types of activities for which they had received training while
at the school. This employment has been classified as having doubtful
relationship to the vocational training received in as much as these
periods did not vocer one fotirth of the time that the boys were still
in the program on parole. Twenty-four of the boys received employment
which has been classified as having very doubtful relationship to the
types of vocational activities followed while at the school. Type of
employment for five of the boys was not determined. Three of these boys
were white while two were Negroes. Three Negro boys and one white boy
returned to school and had no employment record.
Types of vocational opportunities held by the forty-three boys have
been tabulated and classified as to their relation to the instruction
received at the school. Here, one can see not only the diversified
vocational opportunities received by the boys while on parole, but can
get some idea of the employment opportunities held by each boy. This
has been divided into three sections:
Section 1 will include the boys whose employment seemed to have
been definitely related to the vocational training received at the
school;
Section 2 will include the boys whose employment seemed to have
had doubtful relationship b the vocational training received at the
school; and
Section 3 will include the boys whose employment seemed to have
had very doubtful relationship to the vocational training received




C#21 Carpentry Worked in a carpentry shop
C#23 Related foods Restaurant
C#30 Plumbing Trainee helper to a plumber
C#2 Printing
Section 2
Printing shop for short period
C#18 Printing His fifth job was in a printing shop,
but did not work steadily
C#22 Related foods His fifth job was in an Army kitchen,
but worked only for a short period.
C#24 Laundry services His second job was in a laundry for
a short period.
C#35 Related foods Two jobs as a butcher where he
worked for a week on each




C^l Auto mechanics Defense work
C#4 Dairy farm, sheet metal Merchant Marines
C#5 Related foods Vocalist with orchestra
C#6 Laundry Many jobs, type not determined
C#7 Library Traveled (Running away from home)
C#9 Food trades, woodwork Truck helper, shipping clerk,
longshoreman
C#10 Messenger Not determined
C#12 Sheet metal Longshoreman, laborer, lamdry,
rope company
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C#13 Farm, laundry, heavy duty
C#i4 Carpentry shop
C#15 Farm
C#3 Farm, barber shop, carpentry
C#8 Auto mechanics
C#ll Auto mechanics
C#19 Sheet metal, heavy labor
C#27 Shoe repairing
C#29 Laundry, heavy labor
C#l6 Carpentry
C#25 Carpentry








CjJ^3S Related foods and farming
First three jobs not determined,
shampoo factory, stock boy in a
packing company, machine shop
Paper company, shipping depart¬
ment, wood and metal company,
moving van, cafeteria
He had a total of 28 jobs in
cafes, hotels, and grills
Restaurant, candy store, truck
Garment factory, race track,
longshoreman, special course at
Maritime School type not
determined
Defense plant, assignment not
determined
Garment factory, not determined








Messenger boy, shipping company,
operating a machine in a factory,












A check of the employment opportunities held by the boys seemed to
indicate that there was little relationship between the types of
activities foUwoed by the boys in the community and the vocational
training received at the school. Attention should be called to the 8
places in the tabulation where soqie of the employment opportunities were
not determined. It should be noted, however, assignments would not
materially effect the general conclusion cited.
Factors Involved in the Treatment
Problems arise for children where there is conflict and Case Work at
the Training School was designed to assist them in resolving some of the
conflicts which occur from day to day between them and their various material
and cultural environments. Through treatment at the school, the boys were
helped to adopt themselves to whatever sector of their environment which
presented difficvilty "by processes" of change which took place within them
over a period of time. The Case Workers of the Training School dealt not
only with the emotional problems of the boys, but, also with other factors
in their homes, communities, and schools. This was done because it was
felt that the boys were a product of all of their experiences.^
The idea that "social work is science at work in the interest of
human value" seems to be expecially sound when it is applied to boys.^ The
43 boys presented behavior problems which seemed to have been symptomatic
■^Eduard C. Lindeman, "Social Case Work Matures in a Confused Worlds.
The Compass, mill (Hew York, 1947), 5.
p. 7.
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and represented, therefore, their needs and strivings as conditioned by
their various experiences in social relationships. Treatment at the
school was not focused upon the problem per se, but upon the boys in an
attempt to find, remove and understand the underlying causes.^
In the search for the motivating forces of delinquent behavior, the
area where conflicts had arisen had to be examined. The emotional forces
which were the basic determinants for the behavior of the forty-three boys
seemed to have been concentrated around certain needs. These boys seemed
to have possessed instinctual drives and urges which had not been satisfied
and, consequently, they gave expression to those urges and reacted in a
maimer which might be thought of as "primitive, barbaric" and in one case
2
narcissistic." I. T. Broadwin feels that:
The eventual aim of the care and education of the child is to
modify the expression of the drives and urges, to mold them into a
mature, adult, socially acceptable form. The chold needs emotional
security in order to face the new adjustment it constantly has to
make...3
This belief stressed by Broadwin seemed to be substantiated by
August Aichom. He expressed his idea in the following manner:
...The great majority of children in need of retraining come
into conflict with society because of an unsatisfied need for
tenderness and love in their childhood. We thus find in them a
proportionately increased thirst for pleasure and for primitive
forms of instincual gratification. They lack inhibitions and they
have a strong, though distorted, craving for affection. If the
delinquent is to be cvired rather than repressed* we must meet these
needs even though at first this seems futile to so called "under¬
standing people."^
Charlotte Towle, Social Case Records from Psychiatric Clinics
(Chicago, 1942), p. 4,
2I» T. Broadwin, "Juvenile Delinquency" Psychoanalysis Today
(New York, 1945), p. 99.
3lbid.
^August Aichom, Wayward Youth (New York, 1935) pp. U8-49.
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The question may then be raised as to how the behavior and reactions
of these boys can be controlled. J. £. Wallace Wallin says:
We cannot hope to understand or control the child's conduct
merely by studying or treating the symptom or symptoms. It is much
. more important to secure insight into the whys and wherefores of the
child's behavior and understanding of the natiire of his act-than
merely to obbain a knowledge of what he did.... Once the motives
and causes have been discovered, we are in a position to map out a
more effective...correctional program. " We can develop intelligent
plans for removing the causes, whether they are in the social or
physical environment of the home, school, or neighborhood, or in
the child's physical condition, mental attitudes, mental conflicts,
dissatisfactions, or what not.^
At the Training School, the boys received help of a corrective nature
with their physical problems in the medical department. There appeared
to have been a realization that "every organ of the body projects its
influences into the brain, and therei^y modifies the psychic life" which
2
might have caused the boys to engage in delinquent behavior. These
problems are listed in table 6. It was also realized that physical
defects sometimes directly produce special educational and social
problems.
Individual treatment for the twenty-three boys who were retarded
because of limited ability was given. These boys were assigned to school
tasks which were within the range of their capabilities. The other nine¬
teen boys who possessed the necessary abstract intelligence to do school
work, but were retarded, received individual help also. Special studjr-
social history, analysis of psychological tests and Reception Transfers,
study of previous school experience, and observations in the program at
. E. Wallace Wallin, Personality Maladjustment and Mental Hygiene
(New York, 1935), pp. 201-202.
^Ibid.. p. 8.
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the Training School-enabled the educational department to discover the
nature of their defects in the school area. HThen the causes were known,
it was then possible to revove or mitigate the defects remedial and
diagnostic instruction.^ In this manner, all the boys were able to obtain
some degree of emotional satisfaction from a definite sense of achieving.
Because the Training School setting represents an active community,
the boys were able to seciu:e some vocation training through participation
in the various trades under "normal"working conditions. Thus, there were
opportunities for individiial iniative and performance which brought
recognition and personal satisfaction to the boys. Just as there were
opportunities for individual recognition, the very nature of the setting
seems to have made it possible for the boys to feel group pressures if
there were deviations from the acceptable mode of behavior or regression
into antisocial behavior. J. E. Wallace Wallin points out that boys in
an institution;
...learned a regimentation of various mental activities-such as
the formation of habits of emotional control and poise; of emotional
expression and sublimation; of intellectual work and study;...of doing
motor performances; of working, playing, and behaving; of performing
promptly and regularly all of the little social and occupational
duties of life.^
The boys were kept busy while they were at the Training School
through an organized program of activities. There was constant exposure
to new interest and.opportimities in the vocational, recreational, and
school areas in the group setting. In addition, personal contact in the
^bid.. pp. I66-I90.
Preston Sharp, "Resources For Treatment in a Training School,"
The Proceedings. X (March, 1947), 3-9.
^J. E. Wallace Wallin, op. cit.. p. 40.
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clinic served as means whereby they could jsfease hostile feelings and
work through conflicts which had been created in their communities or
which were brought about as a result of unfortunate day by day
experiences in the program here. August Aichom believed that there were
possibilities in the daily conflicts faced by boys in an institution.
He pointed out:
We utilized the daily conflicts to achieve an educational purpose.
We assvired these youths of our interest and affection in an
environment calculated to please them, make use of the love thus
won from them to retrieve a negative part of their development, i. e.,
the transition from their earlier unreal world of self-indulgence
to one of reality,
...We did not treat them as dissocial...individuals from whom
society needed protection; they were human beings who had found life
too hard, whose antagonism to society was justified, and for whom ^
an environment must be created in which they could feel comfortable.
While the boys were receiving direct treatment at the Training School
in an effort to assist them in arriving at some understanding of the
physical, mental, emotional, and social factors which had been operating
in their lives, indirect treatment was given in their homes, schools, and
communities. This included working with parents and other people in the
neighborhoods in making more comfortable relations for the boys, helping
them and other people vinderstand their problems, giving assistance in
getting relief, referring them and oheir families to other agencies and
helping them withe their budgets. This type of treatment also assured the
boys support in talking through their problems on an impersonal basis
with adults who were understanding and who woxald give assistance. The
treatment was intensified after the boys went on parole. The social
workers in the After-Care Department attempted to modify the attitudes of
l-August Ailooin, op. cit.. p. 149•
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the parents and their behavior toward the boys whenever this was necessary.
The same technique was also employed in the community and in the school,
thus, this action served to relieve the pressure which was brought to
bear on the boys.
Perhaps, the factor which was equally as important as the physical,
mental, emotional, or social ones in helping the boys become increasingly
free in bringing through their problems about which they had experienced
deep conflicts and the increase in their abilities to focalize and work
out their difficulties was the element of time.^ The process of redirecting,
re-orientating, and re-training is a slow one. J. £. Wallace Wallin
states:
In cases in which behavior disorders or maladjustments have already
been acqured, prolonged efforts are sometimes required to modify the
viewpoints, attitudes, habits, and reaction pattern of the offender.
A patient process of socialization and personality reconstruction,
based on a deep understanding of the individual and his surroundings,
is often essential.2
Some idea of the time spent in the total re-training period of the
forty-three boys can be gained from the following tkble;
Spurgeon English, end Gerald H. J. Pearson, Emotional Problems of
Living (New York, 1945), p, 354; Charlotte Towle, "Factors in Treatment,"
Readings In Social Case Wcrk (New York, 1939), pp. 328-329.
2j, E. Wallace Wallin, OP. cit.. p. 202
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TABLE 20
TIME SPENT IN THE TOTAL PROGRAM OF THE TPJIINING SCHOOL
Months Number of Bovs
Total Neero ■White
Totals 43 27 16
19—24 3 3 ••
25—30 4 3 1
31—36 10 3 7
37—42 9 7 2
43—48 5 2 3
49—54 6 4 2
55—60 — —
61—66 2 2 —
67—72 3 2 1
73—78 1 1 —
The table reveals that the re-training period of the boys took from
nineteen months to seventy-eight months, but attention must be called to
the fact that not any boys were in the program in the period between fifty-
five and sixty months. Two of the boys were able to work through their
problems with the aid of the various facilities made available by the
Training School in nineteen months while it took one boy seventy-eight
months. The table shows also that the white boys found it possible to
work through their difficulties in a shorter period of time than the
Negro boys.
Summary
There seemed to have been little relationship betv/een the vocational
activities followed in the Training School and the employment in the
community, but the boys were successful in coloring various employment
areas. They also seemed to have derived certain satisfactions in a
feeling of accomplishment in tasks performed at the school and there was
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a wide range of participation in employment areas while in training, and,
later, in the community.
The school organized its training program around the idea of working
with the individual in trying to help him develop to the fullest extent
of his capabilities in an effort to meet his emotional needs. Each area
of the boys' lives was considered; and the boys were sent to the depart¬
ment in the school wherefore individualized to the point of giving each
boy what was good for him as far as this was possible.
Indirect treatment was made available to ease the difficult areas
in the homes, in the communities, and in the schools. This helped to
make more comfortable relations for the boys by helping other people under¬
stand them. Assistance was also made available to the members of their
families. This type of treatment was given over a sufficient length of
time so that the boys were able to mature to the point where they could




During the period of this study, there were 381 boys discharged
from the Training School. Of this number, forty-three were discharged
because of good adjustment. Negro boys came to the school at an earlier
age and in larger numbers than white boys as there were five Negro boys
arraigned in the courts of New York City to one white boy. Then, too,
many private institutions refused to treat Negro delinquents or would
take only a "token" number. Consequently, Negro boys were returned to
inadequate homes and neighborhoods where they were almost sure to get
into additional difficulty. Because of continued involvement, they were
sent to the state institution as soon as they were old enough to be
admitted.
The delinquency period of the boys ranged from a few weeks to
»
several years. Steading was the most frequent type of anti-social
behavior exhibited by the Negro boys while truancy, and unlawfvil entry
and stealing were the most prevalent among the white boys.
To facilitate treatment in the general program of the school, the
boys were classified into five categories. These categories were so
organized that in a general manner boys who presented similar problems
and needs were placed in the most appropriate category.
Treatment at the school was planned on an individual basis and was
designed to assist the boys in securing insight into the reasons for their
behavior. Consequently, plans could be developed to remove the causes of
the antisocial behavior. Special school programs were planned on an
individual basis. It was then possible to fogus treatment on the boys
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themselves in the social and physical environments of their homes, schools,
®nd. neighborhoods. In this manner, the boys were treated in each area
where they bad experienced conflict in an effort to meet their needs.
The Training School had all of the available services of a small
community. Because of this, there were opportunities for the boys to
explore in the vocational area. This permitted them to become acquainted
with various trades as well as to derive certain satisfactions from the
participation in the various activities.
Almost all of the boys came from homes where there were foreign born
parents or parents who had migrated from rural areas of the south. Their
broken, disturbed, or disharmonious home situations necessitated indirect
treatment. This was given in the families, schools, and communities
throughout the time that the boys were in the program by the After-Care
Department. This was done not only to help the boys understand themselves
and their problems, but to assist other people who came in contact with
them in this same respect.
The time spent, in the re-training, re-orientating, and re-educating
process covered a period of from nineteen months to seventy-eight months.
During the entire period, the boys received sympathetic handling and
assistance with their problems from social workers in the Training
School Program.
Conclusions
Just as delinquency was apparently the product of various forces
operating in the physical, emotional, mental, and social lives of the boys
studied, a careful re-evaluation of these same forces in a controlled
environment, and, latew in the community, led to the rehabilitation of
these boys. Successful adjustments seemed to have been influenced by
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the changes in attitudes which the boys were able to make-permitting
them to work through some of their conflicts and arriving at some under¬
standing of their needs.
Various facilities in the Training School setting, apparently,
assisted the boys in developing a sense of security because they felt
accepted. In the Clinic, opportimities were given so that the boys could
express themselves and could get a feeling that they were being under¬
stood, The whole program was designed to assist the boys in developing
to the extent of their capabilities in all areas of their lives. This
seemed to have been accomplished hy using any department in the school
program which would come closer to meeting the various needs of the boys.
The following general conclusions seem to be indicated by this study;
(1) Special school programs designed to meet the needs of the
individual boy seemed to have been a valuable contributing factor in the
successful adjustment of the boys.
(2) Though homes may be broken or ciiltiiral conflicts present as a
result of migration from a rural to an urban community or from a foreign*
land where language and racial adaptations are to be made, sympathetic
handling and guidance cam enable delinquent adolescents to solve
problems which grow out of conflicting situations in a successful manner.
(3) The supervision given by the social workers in the Aftercare
Department seemed to have been a valuable asset, and it seems possible
that more favorable results might have been realized if additional workers
had been available for more intensive treatment in the community.
(4) The vocational activities at the school were not coordinated
with employment possibilities in the community.
(5) That emotional content as exhibited by rejection, parents who
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were not accepted in the communities, hostile environments because other
children had more of the socially acceptable commodities, poor homes,
sibling rivalj^r and other discriminations in the immediate family groups
were present in the lives of all the boysj and, consequently, all of
them seemed to have been dist^^rbed emotionally.
(6) The success of the boys in the program seemed to have been due
to the continuity of the rehabilitating process which was carried on
simultaneously in the Training School and in the community while the
boys were in te controlled environment, and was later intensified after
the boys were paroled.
(7) Good adjustment did not preclude emotional conflicts, but con¬
structive use and direction of the motives and drives inherent in human
behavior in a manner which was not against the best interest of the boys
or society in general.
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